I. INTRODUCTION.
This paper is concerned with the oscillatory behavior of solutions of the third order nonllnear difference equation a(Pna2Vn) + Qnf(Vn+l AVn+I, A2vn+ 1) -0, n-I, 2, ..., (.i) where & is the forward difference operator i.e., &V n V+I -V It will be assumed n n throughout that the conditions below are satisfied:
(I) P > O, AP [2] .
The results of [2] were generallzed by Li [3] . This paper examines a sllghtly more general equation than those studied in [2] and [3] . The authors began a study of slmilar equations in [4] . 
Case (c) is impossible because if AV A2V > 0 for all sufficiently large n, then n n sgnV n -sgnAVn eventually. We show that (d) is also impossible. If (d) holds, then from above P 2V is negative and decreasing for all n sufficiently large. Let k < 0 n n be such that P A-V < k for all n M. Then A2V < --, n M. Summing from M to Rn n n we obtain n R-I &VR AVM < k .
--n n Letting R + implies AV R is eventually negative, but this contradicts (d), therefore (d) cannot hold. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We continue our study of (1.1) by considering a functional which plays a vital role in our investigation.
Similar functionals have been used to study solutions of differential equations (Taylor [5] 
(ii)
[ Pn(A2Vn )2 < (R), and
). Apn_ (aVn) 2 < -.
PROOF. Since F > 0 for each n differencing F n and summing from 0 to k-I we find Now apply (i), of Theorem 2.1, and the proof of (iv) is complete.
The relations (v) follow as a consequence of (iv). Under certain conditions the bounded solutions of (I.I) behave rather nicely. Similar results appeared in [2] and [3] . Note that this example does not violate the conclusion of Theorem 2.6. Note also that (III) is not satisfied.
